IMPORTANT NOTICE:

This override switch is to only be used with a Revotec Electronic Fan Controller. Any other use will invalidate all warranty on this product.

1) Locate the switch bracket and switch decal. Apply decal to the switch bracket face.
2) Attach the bracket in the desired position using the self tapping fixing kit provided.
3) Unscrew the locking nut from the switch and remove along with the star/lock washer.
4) Attach the switch, feeding the locator arm through the centre hole of the bracket. The switch will only fix and hold securely one position.
5) Secure the switch in place with the locking nut and star/locking washer removed earlier.
6) Attach the Red pointer knob using a small flat head screw driver. Before tightening please ensure that the locator arm is turned to all the way to the left (OFF) then ensuring that the Red pointer knob is pointing towards the OFF position.
7) Follow the wiring diagram below to complete the wiring installation.
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